
More diversity and inclusion in the book trade: that was the central message of the Frankfurt
Book Fair 2022. The perfect fertile medium in which to conclude ‘Every Story Matters – making
books more inclusive’ (ESM) and leave the dream of inclusion in the hands of the book sector with
greater confidence than before. On Thursday the closing conference of ESM was on the FBF
programme, preceded by the very first Kids Conference on Wednesday, at which international
speakers exchanged ideas about diversity and inclusion in children’s and young adult literature in a
series of panel discussions.

The partners involved: Flanders Literature (Belgium), Acesso Cultura (Portugal), Blue Dar (Syria
and Germany), Mediart International (Croatia), Rose Stories (the Netherlands) and the Slovene
book agency JAK (Slovenia) were eager to talk one last time about their contributions and the
results of the project. During the project, ESM, which is supported by Creative Europe among
others, gave development opportunities to six authors and illustrators who are sensitive to
diversity and inclusion, resulting in unique stories of which four have already been published in
book form. 

‘The Every Story Matters project provided me and my story with so many things: workshops, a
mentor, interesting talks, new friends... But essentially it provided me a space where I could truly
be myself and trust my own voice. It gave me the opportunity to develop, without any boundaries,
a story that hopefully will reach many different corners and tear down borders.’ (Portuguese
participating writer and illustrator Inês Viegas Oliveira).

Over the past three and a half years, ESM has on several occasions organized networking events
of this kind, as well as workshops and training sessions for publishers, librarians and others in the
book trade. With the community-oriented inspiration platform www.everyeffortmatters.eu, ESM
has further filled the need for more knowledge about diversity and inclusion. ESM is delighted to
see that awareness surrounding inclusion has grown in all parts of the book sector, although it
remains a matter of concern, so that sharing experiences and entering into discussion with each
other remain key.
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